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1) Introduction 
The silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) which will be used in the SciFi project should operate at temperature lower than -40°C in 

order to minimize the background noise. There are a number of different cooling principles which can be employed: 

 Evaporative cooling 

 Liquid cooling 

 Gas (dry air) cooling 

 Thermoelectric cooling 

 Or some hybrid combinations 

The tests with air cooling were carried out prior to the evaporative cooling tests. Vortex tubes were used a source of chilled 

air and four mockups were tested. Those results are reported in separate document. The test with evaporative cooling were 

carried out at the H8 experimental are in the Bld. 887 where the CTU Prague team built and has been operating an 

experimental cooling circuit for more than 7 years. Nominal running conditions of our cooling plant are following: condensing 

pressure ~9.5 bara, evaporative pressure ~1.1 bara and refrigerant mass flow up to 8 g/s. We have modified our cooling plant 

for the LHCb tests in such way that one C3F8 dedicate loop with complex manifold has been prepared for measurements. We 

have implemented changes (upon the request of Peter Gorbounov) to the dome-loaded backpressure regulator to achieve 

lower evaporation temperature than nominal one (around -27 °C). Through this modification we were able to lower 

evaporation temperature down to – 55 °C (evap. pressure ~0.4 bara). One has to note that this “forced change” may drive 

cooling circuit out of the standard running conditions and could cause some instabilities namely in two phase capillary flow 

that may result in an early “dry out” in evaporator. 

The evaporative cooling has a number of advantages compared to the gas (dry air) cooling. The main advantage against the 

gas option is higher cooling power that evaporative circuit can deliver with the heat exchanger/evaporator structure of the 

same or even smaller size. This is a result of two effects: a significant portion of enthalpy during vaporization can be exploited 

with the evaporative cooling and the heat transfer coefficient is much higher thanks to the evaporation process ongoing 

inside the heat exchanger/evaporator. An evaporator, with some care, can be designed in such way that enables to achieve 

almost the same temperature over the whole length of the evaporator Such uniformity would be difficult to achieve with the 

gas cooling or even with liquid cooling especially in situations when a higher heat load is to be treated. 

2) List of hardware (material) provided by the CTU Prague 
 

1. ELMB with adaptors (4x Pt1000, 2x Volt 1:100) 

2. Power supply 2 x output  

3. Number of NTC and Pt1000 sensors. 

4. Pressure and temperature sensors included in the cooling circuit 

5. Precise Coriolis flowmeter 

6. Vacuum pump 

7. Distributing manifold fitted to LHCb mockup 

3) Overview of the experimental setup 
The mockup housing, prepared by Petr Gorbounov, was placed on a shelf in the rack which supports also distributing manifold 

in all the measurements described further in this document. There was a small constant flow of nitrogen through the mockup 
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to prevent ice buildup on the cold parts during our tests. The nitrogen sourced from the distribution in the building, the flow 

was controlled by pressure regulator and measured via rotameter with range up to 100l/h. All investigated mockups were 

flushed with high flow of nitrogen before the cooling was turned on and then the nitrogen flow around the structure was 

stopped or reduced to the minimum so that it wouldn’t disturbed the measurement. The pipes with liquid refrigerant 

connecting the mockup to the distributing manifold were left without any insulation since the cooling circuit is not using any 

pre-cooling and therefore the input liquid had more or less room temperature during measurements. The vapor return lines 

from the mockup to the manifold were insulated with Armaflex to prevent and buildup of icing over the cold surfaces. Every 

mockup was carefully leak tested with pressurized nitrogen to prevent any coolant loss after any implemented modification. 

The leak-test procedure was followed by the intensive internal volumes evacuation of the both mockup and connecting tubes 

up to the valves within distributing manifold to prevent coolant contamination by air or nitrogen, which was used for the leak 

tests. Temperature and pressure sensors were calibrated before the measurements, for details see the next chapters. The 

precise Coriolis liquid flow meter was used as the main and reference flowmeter.  
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3.1) Experimental cooling circuit 

 

Figure 1 Schematics of the experimental cooling circuit at H8 

The main parameters of the cooling circuit including liquid pressure, condenser pressure, etc. are given by the C3F8, which is 

used as a refrigerant (coolant); you can consult its saturation curve in Figure 2Figure 2. There is about 6kg of fluid in the 

circuit. The pressure in the water-cooled condenser is kept approximately at 11bara (33°C) during runs by the PID regulator 

controlling the water flow through the condenser. The liquid from the condenser passes through filters and various manifolds 

and its temperature is stabilized to ~20°C in a water heat exchanger before it flows into the precise Coriolis flowmeter. There 

is a pressure regulator after the flowmeter allowing setting a pressure value of the liquid entering the tested mockups. This 

pressure can be set between 8.5bara and 11 bara. The upper limit is given by the pressure in the condenser (minus pressure 

drops in pipes) and the lower limit is given by saturation pressure of C3F8 at the room temperature (22°C) plus some margin 

for safety. The liquid is distributed into three lines: two of them, so called experimental lines serve for manifolds which can be 

used to connect various mockups and one line is permanently connected to the thermal mockup providing nominal load 

which is used for smooth start up of the circuit and to adjust a stable run of the cooling circuit. The cold vapor returning from 
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the mockups is “heated up” in the custom made water/vapor heat exchanger securing that only superheated vapor, with 

temperature well above dew-point of the surrounding ambient, is passing further into the compressor. Pneumatically 

operated dome-loaded backpressure regulator sets the vapor pressure, in other words, the pressure at which the evaporation 

in mockups happens. Further down the pipes refrigerant vapor is compressed in membrane and piston compressor 

(respectively) and it is discharged into the condenser. Our cooling circuit is usually operated with evaporation pressure set 

between 1 bara and 6 bara and the mass flow shouldn’t exceed 8 g/s. The cooling circuit is equipped with dozens of 

temperature and pressure sensors that are red by two fully populated ELMBs. A custom-made project in PVSS is used to store 

measured values in database and interpret them in different charts and visualization panels. 

 

Figure 2 Saturation curve of C3F8 

3.2) Temperature sensors 
The Pt1000 sensors were used to measure the temperatures on all the tested mockups exclusively (No NTC or Pt100 

sensors were used). The Pt1000 sensors were read by the ELMB with 1Mohm adaptors and 100mV DAC sensor range. 

Different types (sizes) of the Pt1000 sensor were inter-calibrated by Peter Gorbounov and the used fit is introduced in the 

Figure 3Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Characteristics of Pt1000 sensors provided by Petr Gorbounuv for the mockup temperature measurements. 
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3.3) Pressure sensors 
For each test the SensorTechnics BT7005A7A (0-7bar) sensor was used to measure the inlet pressure at the beginning 

of the evaporator and other SensorTechnics CTE020AJ0 (0-5bar), located in the distribution manifold, was measuring 

pressure of the vapor returning from the mockup. The SensorTechnics CTE9010AJ0 (0-10bara), also located in the 

distribution manifold, was used to measure the liquid pressure of the refrigerant. Both pressure sensors measuring the 

vapor pressure were calibrated against precise Keller 0-1bara pressure sensor. One can see the calibration in the Figure 

4Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Graph of calibration vapor pressure sensors 

3.4) Flow measurements 
The Coriolis flowmeter Bronkhorst CORI-FLOW M54-RAD-33-0-B (Figure 5Figure 5) is used for the mass flow 

measurements of the C3F8 liquid flow. The device is capable to monitor flow up to 50 kg/hour (13.8 g/s) with the 

precision of 0.2% FS (0.028g/s).  

 

Figure 5 Bronkhorst CORIflow 
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3.5) Sensors readout 
The existing DAQ system of the cooling circuit was used in combination with a new ELMB dedicated for the readout of 

the Pt1000 sensors around the LHCb mockups. A new modified PVSS project has been prepared for LHCb mockup testing. 

Custom visualization panels incorporated in the PVSS II Project allowed us to monitor values measured by the sensors 

placed in the mockups, to plot the values in the “values-time” charts and to view the temperature gradients over the 

evaporators and the dummy SiPM modules in the “value-sensor position” charts. Following three tables (Table 1Table 1, 

Table 2Table 2 and Table 3Table 3) show the ELMB-sensor mapping for different test described in this report. 

Table 1: DAQ sensor mapping for the tests with evaporators only. 

ELMB channel adapter sensor name  sensor type FIT 

61 35 1:100 CORI Flow 2.78*x  
62 36 1:100 P Liq IN Pressure 1*x 
62 44 1:100 P Vap IN Pressure 0.95831*x+0.0090 
62 37 1:100 P Vap OUT Pressure 1.00237*x-0.00494 

 0 1Mohm Evaporator 0   
 1 1Mohm Evaporator 1   
 2 1Mohm Evaporator 2   
 3 1Mohm Evaporator 3   
 4 1Mohm Evaporator 4   
 5 1Mohm Evaporator 5   
 6 1Mohm Evaporator 6   

54 7 1Mohm Evaporator 7 Pt1000 0.2561*x -256.33 
 8 1Mohm Evaporator 8   
 9 1Mohm Evaporator 9   
 10 1Mohm Evaporator 10   
 11 1Mohm    
 12 1Mohm Liquid IN   
 13 1Mohm    
 14 1Mohm    
 15 1Mohm    

 

Table 2: DAQ sensor mapping for the tests with Mockup 1 

ELMB channel adapter sensor name  sensor type FIT 

61 35 1:100 CORI Flow 2.78*x  
62 36 1:100 P Liq IN Pressure 1*x 
62 44 1:100 P Vap IN Pressure 0.95831*x+0.0090 
62 37 1:100 P Vap OUT Pressure 1.00237*x-0.00494 

 0 1Mohm SiPM 0   
 1 1Mohm SiPM 1   
 2 1Mohm SiPM 2   
 3 1Mohm SiPM 3   
 4 1Mohm SiPM 4   
 5 1Mohm SiPM 5   
 6 1Mohm SiPM 6   

54 7 1Mohm SiPM 7 Pt1000 0.2561*x -256.33 
 8 1Mohm SiPM8   
 9 1Mohm SiPM 9   
 10 1Mohm    
 11 1Mohm    
 12 1Mohm Liquid IN   
 13 1Mohm Nitrogen 0   
 14 1Mohm Nitrogen 1   
 15 1Mohm Heater    

 

Table 3: DAQ sensor mapping for the first tests with Mockup 2. 

ELMB channel adapter sensor name  sensor type FIT 

61 35 1:100 CORI Flow 2.78*x  
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62 36 1:100 P Liq IN Pressure 1*x 
62 44 1:100 P Vap IN Pressure 0.95831*x+0.0090 
62 37 1:100 P Vap OUT Pressure 1.00237*x-0.00494 

 0 1Mohm SiPM 0   
 1 1Mohm SiPM 1   
 2 1Mohm SiPM 2   
 3 1Mohm SiPM 3   
 4 1Mohm SiPM 4   
 5 1Mohm SiPM 5   
 6 1Mohm SiPM 6   

54 7 1Mohm SiPM 7 Pt1000 0.2561*x -256.33 
 8 1Mohm SiPM 8   
 9 1Mohm SiPM 9   
 10 1Mohm SiPM 10   
 11 1Mohm SiPM 11   
 12 1Mohm SiPM 12   
 13 1Mohm    
 14 1Mohm    

 15 1Mohm Liquid IN    

 16 1Mohm    
 17 1Mohm Output tube 0   
 18 1Mohm Output tube 1   
 19 1Mohm Output tube 2   
 20 1Mohm BOX Front 0   
 21 1Mohm BOX Front 1   
 22 1Mohm BOX Front 2 Pt1000 0.2561*x -256.33 
54 23 1Mohm BOX Front 3   
 24 1Mohm BOX Rear 0   
 25 1Mohm BOX Rear 1   
 26 1Mohm BOX Rear 2   
 27 1Mohm BOX Rear 3   
 28 1Mohm    
 29 1Mohm    
 30 1Mohm    
 31 1Mohm    

4) Measurements 
Figure 6 shows the simplified schematics of the cooling circuit that has been adopted for the LHCb tests. The liquid 

from the condenser passes the pressure regulator which keeps stable pressure at the capillary input. Fully evaporated 

refrigerant in the tested structure, the C3F8 in the form of superheated vapor passes into gas/water heat exchanger. The 

pressure of evaporation is set by the back pressure regulator (normally the bypass is closed).  
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Figure 6 Simplified cooling circuit diagram 

The typical values of temperature, pressure and flow, which were observed during our tests, are noted in the Figure 

7Figure 7. The condenser temperature is kept at ~33°C by the PID regulator which controls the flow of cooling water. The 

liquid pressure is reduced to 9.7 bars in the pressure regulator. This value is optimal since the most installed pressure 

sensors in the liquid line are rated up to 10bara and when the pressure get around 9 bara the liquid could start cavitating. 

The vapor pressure is typically kept at, or slightly above, the atmospheric pressure if the test doesn’t require different 

setting. Typical mass flow, given by the capillary selected for the LHCb mockup tests was around 0.6 g/s of C3F8. 

 

Figure 7 Typical  temperature, pressure and flow values during the tests 
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Figure 8 Method used to set vapor pressure below atmospheric pressure 

4.1) Capillary and evaporators 
The selected capillary was soldered into the piece of 6mm OD copper tube. Approximately 5 cm of the capillary was 

sticking out of this tube so that the capillary output could be close to the 53cm long straight piece of square tube that was 

the evaporator itself (see Figure 12Figure 12). The pressure at the input of the evaporator was measured by the pressure 

sensor as you can see in the Figure 9Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Detail of capillary outlet and the evaporator inlet 

The same capillary was used for all the tests and it provided mass flow of ~0.65 g/s at p=8.5bar (9.5 bara at the input 

1bara at the output). The dimensions of the capillary are listed in the Table 4Table 4 and its characteristic is shown in the 

Figure 10Figure 10: 

Table 4 Capillary dimensions 

Length, L 1070 mm 

Inner Diameter, ID 0.55 mm 

Outer Diameter, OD 1.1 mm 
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Figure 10 Capillary characteristic 

 

The theoretical cooling power of setup at the H8 with described an installed capillary can be easily calculated from 

the logp-h diagram of the C3F8 in the Figure 11Figure 11. The liquid at the capillary input is ~ 9.5 bara and ~20°C. 

Through the capillary the pressure drops to the 0.95 bara (-37°C) assuming the isoenthalpic throttling process. At 

this point the enthalpy is ~h=223 kJ/kg. Once all the liquid is evaporated during the relevant part of 

isothermal/isobaric evaporation adequate enthalpy is h= 267 kJ/kg. This gives is difference h=44 kJ/kg. The 

cooling power can be then easily calculated and for given mass flow of 0.6g/s is around 26.4W. For the lowest 

tested evaporation pressure of 0.41 bara (-55°C) the available enthalpy difference stays at h=33.5 kJ/kg and the 

cooling power is ~20.1 W. 
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Figure 11 p-h diagram of the C3F8 (vertical red line represents the isoenthalpic throttling process in the capillary and the 
horizontal red line represents the isobaric evaporation in the evaporator) 

There were two types of evaporator tested. Both were constructed from three pieces soldered together: the main 

53cm long piece of straight square tube with round internal bore, and two ~5cm long pieces of 6mm copper tube soldered 

perpendicularly at the ends of the main piece, see Figure 12Figure 12. Two evaporators differed in a size of the main 

piece. The evaporator with smaller square tube had a copper plate soldered to the bottom side in order to increase a 

contact surface area that was to be in touch with the dummy SiPM.  

 

Figure 12 Two types of tested evaporators 
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The evaporators were tested initially alone without any temperature sensors attached. The evaporators were insulated 

with 3mm thick Armaflex and placed inside the polystyrene box with nitrogen atmosphere (Mockup 1). No simulated heat 

load was applied for these tests.  

 

4.2) Evaporator 1 
The performance characteristics of the first evaporator was tested at three different vapor pressures resulting in 

relevantly different temperatures of evaporation (orange lines), see Figure 16Figure 16.  The aim of these tests was to 

assess the temperature gradient over the evaporator length when no artificial heat load is present and to measure 

pressure drops over the evaporator. The mass flow (black line) remained almost the same hence it is given by the capillary 

and liquid input pressure and the change of p with different vapor pressures has only little effect upon the flow.  

 

Figure 13 Measurement with first evaporator 

 

4.1) Temperature sensors 
The Pt1000 sensors were attached with multiple layers of copper tape and covered with at least three layers of 3mm-

thick Armaflex insulation. A thermal compound was also applied between the sensor and evaporator, see Figure 14Figure 

14 and Figure 15Figure 15. Only such arrangement makes it possible to measure the temperatures correctly. The positions 

of the sensors are depicted in the Figure 16Figure 16 

 

 

Figure 14 Detail of sensor installed on the Evaporator 

Formatted: English (U.S.)
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Figure 15 Detail of temperature sensors attached along the evaporator 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Position of temperature sensors on Evaporator 1 (input on the RIGHT!) 

The temperatures recorded at a given positions over the evaporator for different vapor pressures are displayed in 

the following charts: Figure 17Figure 17, Figure 18Figure 18 and Figure 19Figure 19. Values from two repeated 

measurements are shown in void circles and their average is shown in full circles. Blue line represents the linear 

regression of the average values. A corresponding temperature, calculated from the pressures measured at the 

beginning and at the end of the evaporator, is shown in black line.  
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Figure 17 Evaporator 1 (vapor pressure 0.9 bara) 

 

Figure 18 Evaporator 1 (vapor pressure 0.78 bara) 
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Figure 19 Evaporator 1 (vapor pressure 0.43 bara) 

The average measured temperature (blue line) is in a good agreement with the temperature calculated from measured 

pressures and C3F8 saturation curve (black line). Both the temperature gradient and pressure drop are insignificant for the 

vapor pressure 0.9 and 0.78 bara. The increased temperature gradient of ~2.5°C/53cm was observed for the vapor 

pressure 0.43 bara. It is due to the pressure drop of 66 mbar that is a significantly higher in comparison to other noted 

runs with higher evaporation pressures. This phenomenon is caused by the very rapid evaporation that happens at the 

lower pressure. It was suspected, based on the relatively high pressure drop, that the rapid evaporation in this case 

(pvap=0.43 bara) happens mainly in the evaporator whereas in previous cases the some evaporation continues also in tubes 

far after the output of the evaporator. A measurement with a supplement temperature sensors attached to the output 

tube of the evaporator was also carried out for this reason. The results are introduced in following plots. 

 

 

Figure 20 Position of the sensors on the evaporator 1 
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Figure 21 Evaporator 1 temperatures of the output tube; vapor pressure 0.92 bara 

 

Figure 22 Evaporator 1 temperatures of the output tube; vapor pressures 0.39 bara 

The monitored temperatures of the output tube (dashed line, circles) are in good agreement with the predicted 

evaporation temperature for the C3F8 (full black line). As one can see for the evaporation pressure 0.72 bara the 

evaporation process continues also after the evaporator. This proves that only part of the liquid is evaporated in the 

evaporator itself. The sudden temperature rise, measured with the last temperature sensor located on the surface of an 

output tube (position 680 mm from the evaporator beginning) suggest that the evaporation ends somewhere between 

position at 565 mm and 680 mm. 
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4.2) Evaporator 2 

 

Figure 23 Position of temperature sensors on the second evaporator 

Similar tests as for the first evaporator were carried out with the second one, however, the measurement of pressures 

wasn’t possible in this case due to the inappropriate orifices at the input and output of the evaporator (see Figure 

23Figure 23 and Figure 12Figure 12). The only measured temperatures, average temperatures and linear regression of the 

averages are shown in the plots in this case. The predicted evaporation temperature couldn’t be calculated without 

relevant pressure data. The following plots show temperature profiles over the evaporator and also temperatures 

measured on surface of the outlet tube for all three different vapor pressures: 

 

Figure 24 Figure 17 Evaporator 2 temperatures measurement 1 
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Figure 25 Evaporator 2 temperatures measurement 2 

 

Figure 26 Evaporator 2 temperatures measurement 3 

The temperature gradient over this evaporator is in every case higher in comparison with the first tested evaporator. 

Even for the first measurement, with average temperature -37°C the gradient is almost 2°C. For the third measurement 

the average temperature is around -54°C and the gradient is 6°C however still no liquid dry out is observed on the output 

tube. The observation suggests that the evaporator has probably not only higher pressure drop compared to the first one 

but that evaporation process continues even after the 640mm distance from the evaporator input. 
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4.3) Mockup 1 
Mockup 1, shown in the Figure 31Figure 31, was designed and built by Petr Gorbounov. It was a polystyrene box with 

dimensions 800x215x145 mm; wall thickness was 3cm including the bottom and the lid. The box was flushed with high 

flow (100l/hour) of nitrogen prior to the cooling test and a very small (<5l/hour) flow of the nitrogen was maintained 

during the tests. A polycarbonate piece simulating the scintillating fibers is glued to the bottom of the box. The second 

polycarbonate piece is pushing on the top of the evaporator with the dummy SiPM and dummy fibers beneath; see Figure 

28Figure 28 and Figure 29Figure 29. A silicon pads layer (thickness <1mm, length 53cm) are used between evaporator and 

dummy SiPM and between the dummy SiPM and dummy fibers to secure a good thermal contact. A perforated copper 

tube with an electrical heater (5.1ohm) has been placed in the middle of the box and it was used to distribute the nitrogen 

evenly inside the mockup inner cavity. The mockup was designed to be an “adiabatic box” assuming that the most of the 

heat produced by the heater was to be removed by the evaporator process in evaporator and only a small or no portion 

dissipates out of the box. To keep the parasitic heat flux as low as possible the capillary was placed in separate and 

insulated compartment.  

 

Figure 27 dummy scintillating fibers made of 
polycarbonate (Mockup 1) 

 

Figure 28 Different layers of mockup 1 

 

 

Figure 29 Layers of the mockup 1 

 

 

Figure 30 Mockup 1 
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Figure 31 Photo of the mockup 1 

4.1) Temperature sensors 
Two PT1000 sensors were mounted into different positions inside the mockup box to monitor the temperatures of the 

internal nitrogen atmosphere. Set of 8 temperature sensors was glued (recessed) in the fiberglass-made SiPM dummy 

module as you can see in the Figure 32Figure 32 and Figure 33Figure 33 . The Pt 1000 sensors which were provided by Petr 

Gorbounov were used in the dummy SiPM, the other type of Pt1000s (manufactured by IST) were used to monitor the 

temperature of the nitrogen atmosphere or liquid inlet temperature. Both types were inter-calibrated by Peter 

Gorbounov, see paragraph 3.2). There were no temperature sensors attached to the evaporator itself due to the confined 

space. 

 

Figure 32 Recessed Pt1000 sensor in the fiberglass-made dummy SiPM  

 

Figure 33 dummy SiPM with 8 Pt1000 sensors 

Typical distribution of values at room temperature measured by all the installed sensors is depicted in the Figure 34. 

The sensors marked as “Temperature of the Nitrogen in the BOX” are not in the contact with any part of the mockup 

structure and therefore they show slightly different temperature than the other sensors. 
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Figure 34 Ambient (room) temperature measurements 

4.2) Tests with mockup 1 + evaporator 1 
Several different configurations at different evaporation pressures ranging from 450 mbara to 1050 mbara were 

studied. The aim of these tests was to assess the temperature distribution on the dummy SiPM, the thermal contact 

between the evaporator and the dummy SiPM and finally to estimate an amount of dissipated heat within the mockup. 

The positions of temperature sensors are depicted in the Figure 35Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35 Position of the sensors [mm] (vapor input on the RIGHT !) 

4.2.1) Insulation between the evaporator and holder 

Different thermal insulation configurations between the evaporator and polycarbonate holder were tested. It 

was found out that in order to ensure good thermal contact between the evaporator and the dummy SiPM certain 

pressure (force) pushing on the top of the evaporator (see Figure 28Figure 28) have to be distributed evenly over the 

whole length of the evaporator. A reason is that the evaporator was made of annealed and therefore easy to bend 

copper. However, this requirement goes against the other limitation calling for minimizing parasitic heat flux into the 

evaporator from surrounding structure. Felt pads (1mm thick) were used as insulation between the holder and 

evaporator. The first tested configuration (with only six pads – see Figure 36Figure 36), which was considered to 

minimize the parasitic heat flux to the evaporator, provided very scattered temperature values measured on the 

dummy SiPM (consult the Figure 37Figure 37). The differences between neighboring sensors were up to 2°C 

indicating a poor quality thermal contact between the dummy SiPM and evaporator.  

 

Figure 36 Felt pads as a thermal insulation on the holder 
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Figure 37 Temperatures measured on dummy SiPM with bad thermal contact 

 

A reasonable temperature profile, with no sudden steps, was obtained after increasing number of used felt 

pads to 17. This improved configuration was used for all the measurements described hereafter in this report.  

Following three plots (Figure 38Figure 38, Figure 39Figure 39 and Figure 40Figure 40) shows distributions of temperatures in 

the dummy SiPM for different vapor pressures i.e. different temperature of evaporation. The temperature of evaporation 

calculated from measured pressure at the input and output of the evaporator is represented as solid black line. 

 

Figure 38 Dummy SiPM temperature with evaporator 1; vapor pressure 1 bara 
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Figure 39 Dummy SiPM temperature with evaporator 1; vapor pressure 0.77 bara 

 

 

Figure 40 Dummy SiPM temperature with evaporator 1; vapor pressure 0.36 bara 

The temperature difference between the dummy SiPM and predicted temperature of evaporation is 6°C for the 

first two measurements. It was found out from previous measurements that the surface temperature of evaporator 

is ~1°C higher than the predicted one and therefore the temperature gradient over the thermally conductive silicon 

pads placed between the evaporator and the dummy SiPM is 5°C. It is interesting to note that the relatively high 

temperature gradient (3°C) which is present over the evaporator doesn’t translate to the temperature profile 

measured on the dummy SiPM. The actual variation of temperatures measured on the SiPM is just slightly higher 

than the difference of 2°C observed during the previous measurement.  
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The test comparing temperatures on the dummy SiPM with the mockup heater ON and OFF was also carried out 

at the vapor pressure of 1 bara. The power dissipated by the heater in the mockup box was ~6W and it was projected 

to the average temperature increase smaller than ~0.5°C. 

 

4.3) Tests with mockup 1 + evaporator 2 

 

The identical tests as performed with the evaporator 1 installed in Mockup 1 were carried out also with the 

evaporator 2. Due to the confined space a reliable temperature measurement couldn’t be provided by the sensors 

attached to the surface of the evaporator hence they were omitted. Spread of temperatures measured by the 

sensors in the dummy SiPM and sensor at ambient “room temperature” conditions is showed in the Figure 41Figure 

41. 
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Figure 41 Ambient room temperature measurements 

The measurement of vapor pressure is not possible with this evaporator for the reasons described already in the 

paragraph The monitored temperatures of the output tube (dashed line, circles) are in good agreement with the predicted 

evaporation temperature for the C3F8 (full black line). As one can see for the evaporation pressure 0.72 bara the 

evaporation process continues also after the evaporator. This proves that only part of the liquid is evaporated in the 

evaporator itself. The sudden temperature rise, measured with the last temperature sensor located on the surface of an 

output tube (position 680 mm from the evaporator beginning) suggest that the evaporation ends somewhere between 

position at 565 mm and 680 mm. 

Evaporator 2The monitored temperatures of the output tube (dashed line, circles) are in good agreement with the 

predicted evaporation temperature for the C3F8 (full black line). As one can see for the evaporation pressure 0.72 bara 

the evaporation process continues also after the evaporator. This proves that only part of the liquid is evaporated in the 

evaporator itself. The sudden temperature rise, measured with the last temperature sensor located on the surface of an 

output tube (position 680 mm from the evaporator beginning) suggest that the evaporation ends somewhere between 

position at 565 mm and 680 mm. 

Evaporator 2. Therefore the vapor pressure is not indicated in the following plots (Figure 42Figure 42 and Figure 

43Figure 43) neither the predicted evaporation temperature is shown. 

 

Figure 42 Dummy SiPM temperature with evaporator 2; measurement 1 
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Figure 43 Dummy SiPM temperature with evaporator 2; measurement 2 

The bigger temperature gradient of the second evaporator is clearly visible also in this measurement of dummy 

SiPM temperatures. This evaporator can have the slightly worst thermal contact with the dummy SiPM because the 

surface contact wasn’t as flat-plane as it had been with the first evaporator arrangements. 

5) Mockup 2 – a bit closer to final design 
The second mockup was designed and constructed by Petr Gorbounov to simulate expected design of a SciFI 

detector. The mockup represents already reasonably well one of the planned 300 units of 53 cm long modules. 

The goal of the test was to: 

 evaluate the temperature variations along the dummy SiPM in module  

 evaluate temperature of the outer shell of the mockup modules  

 to help to identify cold spots where the undesired condensation from the room air could appears. 

The modules are intended to be installed next to each other with little or nearly no clearance, the left and right 

sides of the mockup are left open. They were covered with only basic 1cm thick polystyrene insulation during our 

cooling tests. The upper halves of the front and rear sides have an aluminum panels attached to simulate heat 

spreaders that should help to prevent condensation from an ambient. There were two different types of rigid-

foam insulation used inside the mockup: the AirEx (green color) and Rohacell. The Rohacell is a foam open-cells 

foam insulation hence it is prone to absorbing moisture. So the Rohacell blocks were initially wrapped in the thin 

aluminum foil for that reason. However, the foil was later removed since it was much more heat conductive than 

expected. The scintillating fibers were simulated by the polycarbonate sheet. A Kapton sheet with aluminum foil 

stripes simulated the flat cable through which the silicon photo multipliers will be connected to the readout 

electronics in a real detector. A similar evaporator as the evaporator 1 described in the chapter 4.2) is used. There 

are 13 Pt1000 temperature sensor recessed in the fiberglass dummy SiPM. A thermally conductive pad and later 

the thermal grease were used between the evaporator and the dummy SiPM. Unfortunately, like during the 
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previous measurements, there was no pad neither the thermal compound between the dummy SiPM and the 

dummy scintillating fibers. 

 

   

Figure 44 Mockup 2 

5.1) SiPM temperatures with mockup 2 
New dummy SiPM module was used for these tests. The position and numbers of the temperature sensors are showed 

in the Figure 45Figure 45. There were three temperature sensors on the evaporator output tube measuring the 

temperature of exiting vapor and 13 sensors in the dummy SiPM module. The exact positions of these sensors can be 

found in Table 5. The mockup outer case temperature was measured by the 8 Pt1000 sensors, position of the sensors and 

measured data are discussed in separate 5.2). 

 

Figure 45 Position of the temperature sensors for Mockup 2 
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Table 5 Sensors positions 

Sensor number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Position [mm] 9 73 144 173 203 236 268 

Sensor number 8 9 0 11 12 13  

Position [mm] 300 333 365 397 463 527  

 

Typical distribution of a room temperature measured by all the installed sensors is depicted in the Figure 46Figure 46. 

The sensors marked as “Temperature of the Nitrogen in the BOX” are not in the contact with any part of the mockup 

structure therefore they show slightly different temperature than the other sensors. 

 

Figure 46 Ambient (room) temperature measurements 

 

The first set of measurements was carried out for three different vapor pressures i.e. for three different temperatures 

of evaporation, see Figure 47Figure 47. The thermally conductive silicon pad was used and the Rohacell insulation was 

wrapped in aluminum foil as described in previous paragraph during the tests. The temperatures on dummy SiPM module 

and temperatures of the output tube (vapor exhaust) are plotted in the Figure 48Figure 48, Figure 49Figure 49 and Figure 

50Figure 50. 
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Figure 47 First set of measurements with Mockup 2 

 

 

Figure 48 First measurements with Mockup 2; vapor pressure 0.94 bara 
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Figure 49 First measurements with Mockup 2; vapor pressure 0.75 bara 

 

 

Figure 50 First measurements with Mockup 2; vapor pressure 0.42 bara 

The temperature difference between the out vapor and the dummy SiPM is approximately 7°C, the temperature 

variations on the dummy SiPM module are 1°C for vapor pressure 0.94 bara and 2°C for the vapor pressure 0.75bara for the 

first two measurement. One should notice that only temperature variations not the temperature gradient were observed 

among measured temperatures by the SiPM temperature sensors. The temperature variations (temperature profile) is the 

same in both cases and they look only somewhat amplified for the lower evaporation pressure. The liquid „dry-out“ was 

observed at the distance of 365 mm from the beginning of the evaporator. It is suggesting interpretation that all the 

available cooling power of 24W is used along the first two third of the evaporator. The temperatures measured on the 

outlet tube surface only confirms liquid „dry-out“ observed also on the SiPM.  
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Figure 51 Detail of the liquid "dry out" 

One can also observe the behavior of the measured temperatures in the Figure 51Figure 51 when the evaporation 

pressure was decreased to the 0.42 bara and the „dry-out“ occurred. The temperatures of the output tube are 

represented by the orange lines. The temperatures on the dummy SiPM module are displayed as green lines. Massflow 

(purple line) was maintained at the almost same value for the both vapor pressures. 

5.2) Mockup 2 outer case temperatures 
There was one more goal of the test with Mockup 2. The task was to identify possible cold spots on outer case surface 

where a condensation could eventually occur. So for that reason 4 temperature sensors were attached to the front and 

rear sides of the mockup case, Figure 52Figure 52. 

 

Figure 52 Temperature sensors on the case of the Mockup 2 

The case temperatures recorded during the runs with different vapor pressures are introduced in the Figure 53Figure 

53. It  is obvious, from the measured data, that one 2 cm thick layer of AirEx (Rear) is better insulation than three 2, 1.5 

and 2 cm thick separate layers of Rohacell covered with aluminum tape (Front). Nevertheless, the aluminum plates 

covering the both front and rear sides of the mockup remained without a condensation in both cases. The only cold 
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surface that was spotted along all the length is on the top side of the mockup. See Figure 53Figure 53, where a 

condensation was observed with naked eye on the aluminum tape surface with temperature ~7°C. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 53 Mockup 2 outer case temepratures for different vapor pressures. 

 
 

5.3) SiPM temperatures for mockup 2 – with adjusted force distribution 

pushing on the evaporator. 
A different distribution of a pressure (force) introduced on the evaporator were investigated to test the impact on the 

thermal contact between the evaporator and the SiPM modules. The screws showed in the Figure 44Figure 44 were 

adjusted in such manner that the pressure was increased at the positions of the temperature sensors 7, 11, 13 showing 

the highest temperatures during previous measurements (see Figure 45Figure 45 and Table 5Table 5 for the positions of 
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the sensors). The comparison of the temperatures before and after trimming the screws is represented in the Figure 

54Figure 54. 

 

Figure 54 SiPM temperatures before and after trimming the screws 

The comparison in Figure 54Figure 54 shows that the amount of pressure (force) created by the screws has only little 

or nearly no effect on the temperature profile. The conclusion is that the temperature profile is given by the internal 

structure of the mockup especially by the cavities on the polycarbonate piece below the dummy SiPM module. This was 

later also confirmed by the following measurements described in the next paragraph. The temperature profile is then 

preserved even after major changes to the insulation and to the thermal contact between the evaporator and the dummy 

SiPM has been implemented. The relative position of the temperature sensors and the inner cavities are showed in the 

Figure 55Figure 55 

 

Figure 55 Positions of the temperature sensors and the Mockup 2 inner cavities 

5.1) SiPM temperatures with mockup 2 – test conditions: thermal compound 

instead of thermally conductive silicon pads, removed aluminum tape from 

Rohacell insulation 
For this set of measurements an aluminum foil originally wrapped around the Rohacell insulation block above the 

evaporator was removed. This wrapping was originally done with the aim to eliminate cold surface at the top side of the 

mockup described in the paragraph 5.2) and to reduce the heat load on the evaporator. Furthermore, the thermally 
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conductive silicon pad between the evaporator and the dummy SiPM module was replaced by white thermal grease 

(thermal compound). The measurement of dummy SiPM temperature profile together with temperature of the exhausted 

vapor was carried, as usually, for three different vapor pressures: Figure 56Figure 56, Figure 57Figure 57 and Figure 

58Figure 58. A graphics is inserted in the plots to show the relative position of the temperature sensors (short red lines) to 

the inner cavities in the mockup. 

 

Figure 56 Comparison of previous results with current one; average vapor pressure 0.64 bara 
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Figure 57 Comparison of previous results with current one; average vapor pressure 0.685 bara 
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Figure 58 Comparison of previous results with current one; average vapor pressure 0.42 bara 

We have found out, to our surprise, by comparing the temperatures of the protruding vapor measured at the 
outlet tube of the evaporator and the temperatures on the dummy SiPM module that the thermal compound 
gives the worse results than previously tested silicon pad. We have observed by 2°C higher temperature 
gradient between the evaporator and the dummy. The possible explanation is that the silicon pad is able to 
compensate better for the unevenness and non-planar shape of the evaporator and SiPM surface. The last 
measurement carried out for the vapor pressure of 0.42 bara (Figure 58Figure 58). Results demonstrate that the 
heat load put on the evaporator was reduced significantly by removing the aluminum tape previously wrapped 
around Rohacell block that is positioned above the evaporator (meant to prevent humidity soaking), and which 
was creating cold surface on the top of the Mockup 2. The output tube temperatures measured for the 
configuration without the aluminum tape suggest that the liquid “dry out” happens probably at the distance of 
670-710 mm. One can also notice that the temperature profile on the dummy SiPM module remained the same 
even after the above described modifications. 
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6) Summary 
 

Our tests focused on evaporative cooling options with several mockups to model the single SciFi detector module.  
It is necessary to stress out that the nominal requirements such as: the highest allowed SiPM temperature, 
maximal allowed variation of the temperature along the SiPM in one module and also a mechanical structure of 
the modules were not firmly defined at the time when these tests were carried. So we were working with floating 
specification values and gradually changing mockups. All that makes decent comparisons and solid conclusions 
very difficult.  
In principal, two 53cm long evaporators designed for eventual use as one SciFi detector module were tested 
separately. Both evaporators were tested alone as a single elements, placed in the nitrogen atmosphere inside an 
insulated box, with no structures touching the evaporator. The main contributors to the heat flux loads were 
probably the insulated (Armaflex) copper tubes connecting the input and output of the evaporator inside the box 
to the distribution manifold placed in the distance of ~1m from the box. 
The first tested evaporator IDh 4mm showed almost no pressure drop (<16 mbar) for the average evaporation 
pressures between 1 bara and 780 mbara at massflow ~0.70 g/s. The average temperature measured on the 
evaporator was -38 °C for vapor pressure 0.9 bara and -41.2°C for vapor pressure 0.78 bara. In both cases the 
temperature gradient, calculated from linear regression of the temperatures measured over the evaporator length 
was smaller than 0.1°C. The difference between the maximal and minimal temperature measured by the 11 
sensors were <2°C. Great effort was put in the attaching the temperature sensors to the evaporator however the 
difference between the maximal and minimal temperature can be still affected by the quality of thermal contact 
between temperature sensors and the evaporator. 
At the mentioned pressures, the evaporation process certainly continues up to the 680 mm mark from the 
beginning of the evaporator (capillary output) but the most probably even much further. Therefore such 
conditions could allow connecting of the evaporators in series, however, this haven’t been tested. 
The pressure drop rose significantly to 66 mbar and the temperature gradient calculated from the linear 
regression was 2.2°C at the vapor pressure of 0.43 mbara (measured at the evaporator input) and refrigerant mass 
flow of 0.74 g/s. In this case the evaporation stopped at the distance of 565 mm from the evaporator input. This 
indicates that all and very rapid evaporation process was realized inside the evaporator with an adequate enthalpy 
use.  The heat flux to the evaporator under such condition has been computed and it was around 25W. 
 
The second evaporator with ID 2mm was a poor design with orifices at the input and output which created 
pressure drops. It consequently resulted in a relatively big temperature gradient over the evaporator. A fragile and 
inappropriate design of connecting elements did not allow us to install pressure sensors before the input orifice 
and after the output orifice. Therefore we were not able to realize corresponding measurements of the inlet and 
outlet evaporator pressure. This evaporator showed temperature gradient more than 2°C even at average 
moderate evaporation temperature ~-37°C. 
 
All the tests were carried out with C3F8 as a single refrigerant therefore “forced” vapor pressures below 
atmospheric pressures had to be used for some tests in order to reach desired evaporation temperatures below 
limit of  -40°C. When operating a full scale cooling circuit with evaporation pressure below atmospheric one can 
face problems with air (or ambient gas) leaking into the system especially if some connecting elements are not 
100% leaktight. A gradual accumulation of non-condensing gases can cause condenser pressure to rise above the 
relevant value given VLE values and disturb a proper control of the circuit. The contamination of refrigerant that 
can gradually dilute through all circuit also compromises the cooling performance by affecting two phase flow 
capillary pattern and consequently may decrease refrigerant flow through the capillary. 
 

The Mockup 1 and later the Mockup 2(the better performing), which was obviously a closer model of the real SciFi 
detector module, were tested.  
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The Mockup 1 wasn’t intended to be close approximation of a real structure of SciFi detector modules; instead, it 
was prepared to be used for the very first proof-of-concept measurements. The mockup consisted of insulated box 
which was filled with nitrogen during tests, dummy scintillating fibers made of polycarbonate and dummy SiPM 
module made of fiberglass with 7 temperature sensors inside. The first type of evaporator ID 4mm was used for 
the tests. During the tests with Mockup 1 we have found out some problems concerning a proper thermal contact 
between the dummy scintillating fibers, dummy SiPM and evaporator along its whole length calling for a stronger 
force to be applied. On other hand the thermal contact between the evaporator and the structure (holder) 
pushing from the top and creating a force that holds all the mentioned layers together should be minimize in 
order to reduce the parasitic heat flux. The vapor pressures 1, 0.77 and 0.36 bara were tested providing average 
temperature on the dummy SiPM module -30.8, -36.8 and -50.5 °C respectively. The difference between the 
minimal and maximal temperature measured on the dummy SiPM module was <1.3°C for the lowest evaporation 
pressure and <1°C for the two higher pressures. The temperature gradient which was observed on the single 
evaporator at the evaporation pressure ~0.43 bara during initial test runs was not observed at the SiPM 
temperatures in the Mockup 1 during the measurements with low evaporation pressure. It seems that the thermal 
conductivity of the mockup was able to balance and make temperature more uniform along the SiPM module. 
 
The most realistic mockup (so called Mockup 2) being tested at the evaporation pressure of 0.94 bara has shown 
the average temperature on the dummy SiPM module around -31°C and temperature variations of 1°C were 
observed. The average temperature on the SiPM module was -36°C and the temperature variations were within 
2°C for the reduced vapor pressure of 0.75 bara. The refrigerant mass flow was 0.64-0.65 g/s and no temperature 
gradient over the length of the module was observed for the both vapor pressures. The temperature difference of 
8°C between the evaporator and the SiPM was estimated from the temperature of the exhausted vapor (more 
precisely vapor-liquid mixture). A dry-out was observed at the distance of 370 mm from the beginning of the 
evaporator at the vapor pressure of 0.42 bara and massflow of 0.64 g/s suggesting that the provided 25W of 
cooling power were used over the first two thirds of the mockup lengths. 
The actual temperature profile looked the same for the first two runs with vapor pressure 0.94 and 0.75 bara only 
the temperature variations were slightly amplified at the lower temperature and lower vapor pressure.  
We have tried our best to cope with request to tests whether the temperature profile is not created by uneven 
distribution of a pressure (force) pushing on the top of the evaporator via screws in the mockup (see Figure 
44Figure 44). So screws were re-adjusted to change the pressure (force) distribution. However, this action had 
almost no impact on the temperature profile suggesting that the internal cavities machined in the polycarbonate 
parts of the mockup were responsible for discrepancies. Comparison of the sensor positions with the position of 
the adequate cavities (Figure 55Figure 55, Figure 56Figure 56, Figure 57Figure 57, Figure 58Figure 58) supports 
this theory. 
 
A substantial water condensation was observed on the top of the mockup (surface temperature~7°C during the 
first test with the Mockup 1). It has been decided to remove the aluminum wrapping from some internal Rohacell 
parts. No condensation was observed during repeated measurements after that and no other cold spots were 
detected on the Mockup 2. The temperatures measured on the aluminum panels on the outer shell of the mockup 
never dropped below 16°C.  However, from the comparison of the surface temperatures at the front and rear side 
it was obvious that the 2cm of AirEx insulation were performing better than the sandwich of 2+1.5+2 cm thick 
pieces of Rohacell insulation with aluminum foil in between each layers. 
 
Martin Doubek and Vic Vacek 
Prague, September 20, 2013 
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Some Vic Vacek’s comments: 

I am to repeat here what I have been commenting as closing remarks in the previous report prepared after 

testing of your structures with AIRCOOLER:  “More or less the most of tests with evaporative cooling rig served 

also to better mockup development and it has been shown that there is still enough room to improve heat 

transfer path between cooling fluid and target surface to be kept cold. This is a common problem in all detectors 

cooling application and more effort is to be put in future improvement.” 

As a little encouragement for you: going back to my logbooks I can inform you that that we have tested up 72 

different mockup prototypes for ATLAS inner detector before the final ones were selected and approved. 

Nevertheless, we had in our hands more advanced mockups this time (compared to units tested with 

AIRCOOLERs), mainly thanks to the Peters’ great and endless effort. It enabled us also to estimate dissipated 

power to be evacuated through cooling fluid. It seems that it might be up to 100% higher than predicted by 

simulation. The actual value stands for the currently last mockup around 20W±5W. 

Just to make a story short. We have achieved better temperature profiles and its uniformity (expected). Driving 

our circuit out of the standard designed running conditions for currently used refrigerant (C3F8) we could even 

meet required temperature specs but with a risk of refrigerant contamination if your structures and high 

number of manifolds in a real installation would not be 100% leak tight. This obstacle could be overcome by two 

methods: 

(a) Via implementing the efficient and effective de-gas system into the cooling circuit. 

(b) By use of different refrigerant (the closest being probably C2F6) that could eliminate contamination risk. In 

the case that eventual failure pressure, which is significantly higher than for the C3F8, would be a problem for 

you, we could think about some kind of mixture use.  

And at the end one more repetition from our first report: “Besides further improvements of final structure unit I 

can foresee also very complex logistic task dealing with manifolding within the limited space (fitting into 

covering envelope of approximately 5m x 6m x 0.8m ) requiring to start some work on it because it will be a 

common problem regardless what cooling system will be finally used (gas, evaporative, liquid or some hybrid 

ones). The last but not least obstacle to be considered is the path between cooling plant and objects to be cool 

down which stands at the distance around 70 to 80 m”. 
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7) Appendix – drawing provided by P. Gorbunov 
 

 

 

 

 


